Uniarmour's patent-pending sucker rod thread protector provides an efficient solution for protecting sucker rod ends, with installation and removal times as low as 2 seconds. Our sucker rod protectors also minimize fall-off and eliminate safety hazards/hammering associated with current thread protectors.

1. Increased Safety
2. Low Impact
3. Global Service
4. Fits All Thread Types
5. Provides Visual Indication of Proper Install
6. Eliminates Fall Off
UNI-ROD
Sucker Rod Protector

FEATURES

FASTER
Quick and efficient installation, reduces overall hand time required.

EFFECTIVE PROTECTOR
Large clamping force prevents protectors from disconnecting.

ANY THREAD TYPE
Reduces # of SKUs requires, works with any thread type (pin or box).

SAFER
Low impact, no use of hammer to install and uninstall.

DIAMETER RANGE
Wide range of diameters from 2 7/8” to 7”.

SIMPLE MECHANISM
Easy to install and uninstall with hand tools.

SUSTAINABLE
Made of highly recyclable plastic, High Density Polyethylene.

INNOVATIVE & CUSTOM
Alternative solutions to regular thread protectors.